
Filling Gaps in the Boundary of a Polyhedron�Gill Barequety Micha SharirzAbstractIn this paper we present an algorithm for detecting and repairing defects inthe boundary of a polyhedron. These defects, usually caused by problems inCAD software, consist of small gaps bounded by edges that are incident to onlyone polyhedron face. The algorithm uses a partial curve matching techniquefor matching parts of the defects, and an optimal triangulation of 3-D polygonsfor resolving the unmatched parts. It is also shown that �nding a consistent setof partial curve matches with maximum score, a subproblem which is related toour repairing process, is NP-Hard. Experimental results on several polyhedraare presented.Keywords: CAD, polyhedra, gap �lling, curve matching, geometric hash-ing, triangulation.1 IntroductionThe problem studied in this paper is the detection and repair of \gaps" in the bound-ary of a polyhedron. This problem usually appears in polyhedral approximationsof CAD objects, whose boundaries are described using curved entities of higher lev-els (cf. [Sheng & Tucholke '91], [Dolenc & M�akel�a '91], [B�hn & Wozny '92], and[M�akel�a & Dolenc '93]). In solid modeling the original boundary may be describedas the unions and intersections of spheres, cones, etc., whereas in surface modelingit may be described by B�ezier surfaces, Nurbs, etc. Some of the gaps are caused bymissing surfaces, incorrect handling of adjacent patches within a surface, or (mostcommonly) incorrect handling of trimming curves, which are de�ned by the intersec-tions of adjacent surfaces. The mesh points (that is, the computed vertices of the�Work on this paper by the second author has been supported by O�ce of Naval ResearchGrant N00014-90-J-1284, by National Science Foundation Grants CCR-89-01484 and CCR-91-22103,and by grants from the U.S.-Israeli Binational Science Foundation, the Fund for Basic Researchadministered by the Israeli Academy of Sciences, and the G.I.F., the German-Israeli Foundation forScienti�c Research and Development.ySchool of Mathematical Sciences, Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv 69978, IsraelzSchool of Mathematical Sciences, Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv 69978, Israel, and Courant In-stitute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University, New York, NY 10012, USA1



Figure 1: A cracked objectpolyhedral approximation) along an intersection curve between two such surfaces areoften computed separately along each of its two sides, thereby creating two di�erentcopies of the same curve, causing a gap to appear between the copies. In the simplecase, di�erent point sets might be produced but according to the same curve equation;in the more complicated case, di�erent equations of the curve, one for each surfacecontaining it, are used for the mesh point evaluations.The e�ect of these approximation errors is invariably the same: the boundary ofthe resulting polyhedron contains edges which are incident to only one face (whereasin a valid representation each edge should be incident to exactly two faces), therebycreating gaps in the boundary and making the resulting representation invalid. Suchgaps may make parts of the boundary of the approximating polyhedron disconnectedfrom other parts, or may create small holes bounded by a cycle of invalid edges.Usually, each connected component is the result of the polyhedral approximation of asingle surface or part of a solid in the original representation. Figure 1 shows a typicalexample, where thin cracks are curving between the surfaces of the cube-like model.This phenomenon does not usually disturb graphics applications, where the gapsbetween the surfaces are often too small to be seen, or are handled straightforwardly[Samet & Webber '88]. However, it may cause severe problems in applications whichrely on the continuity of the boundary, such as �nite element analysis ([Yerry &Shephard '83], [Ho-Le '88]), rasterization algorithms [Foley & Van Dam '84], etc.This problem arises frequently in CAD applications ([Sheng & Tucholke '91],[M�akel�a & Dolenc '93]) and a signi�cant number of currently available commercialCAD packages produce these gaps. According to our own practical experience, suchgaps arise in almost every su�ciently large CAD �le, so their detection and elimi-nation is indeed a rather acute practical problem. [Sheng & Tucholke '91] refer tothese errors as one of the most severe software problems in rapid prototyping. Manyauthors, such as [Dolenc & M�akel�a '91] and [Sheng & Hirsch '92], tried to avoid italready in the surface �tting triangulation process.2



Traditional methods for closing gaps in edges and surfaces, mainly used in imageprocessing, assume that the input is given as binary raster images in two or threedimensions. Errors in edge detector output were dealt with extensively (cf. [Pratt '78,x17] for a detailed discussion). Various morphological techniques were suggested inorder to �x these errors, such as the chamfer map used in [Snyder, Groshong, Hsiao,Boone & Hudacko '92].Previous attempts to solve this problem, based only on the polyhedral descriptionof a model, used only local information, and did not check for any global consistencyviolations. [B�hn & Wozny '92] treat only local gaps by iteratively triangulatingthem. They eliminate at each step the vertex which spans the smallest angle with itstwo neighboring vertices. Similarly, [M�akel�a & Dolenc '93] apply a minimumdistanceheuristic in order to locally �ll cracks in the boundary of the polyhedron. We invokea similar procedure (which uses a minimum area heuristic) at the second phase ofour algorithm (see Section 6.2). To the best of our knowledge, no e�ort to solve thisproblem while considering the global consistency of the resulting polyhedron, basedonly on the polyhedral description of a model, was ever made. In order to do that,we give a precise de�nition of the problem, and develop a method for identifyinginstances of this problem and then resolving them.Let us denote the collection of cycles of invalid edges on the polyhedron boundaryby the term borders. The main problem that we face is to \stitch" these borderstogether, i.e. add new faces that close the gaps in the boundary such that the resultingpolyhedron is valid. New faces are added by connecting points along the same ordi�erent borders. To achieve this we �rst have to identify matching portions of theseborders (e.g. arcs pq and p0q0 in Figure 1), and then to choose the best set of matches,construct new facets (planar faces) connecting them, and �ll (by triangulation) theremaining holes. Successful solutions to all these subproblems are described in detailin this paper.For the purpose of identifying matching portions of the borders we use a partialcurve matching technique, which was �rst suggested in [Kalvin, Schonberg, Schwartz& Sharir '86] and in [Schwartz & Sharir '87]. This technique, which uses the so-called Geometric Hashing method, originally solved the curve matching problem inthe plane, under the restrictive assumption that one curve is a proper subcurve of theother one, namely:Given two curves in the plane, such that one is a (slight deformation ofa) proper subcurve of the other, �nd the translation and rotation of thesubcurve that yields the best least-squares �t to the appropriate portionof the longer curve.This technique was extended and used in computer vision for automatic identi�-cation of partially obscured objects in two or three dimensions, an important problemin robotics applications of computer vision, which has attracted much attention. Thegeometric hashing technique was applied in [Hong & Wolfson '88], [Wolfson '90] and3



in [Kishon, Hastie & Wolfson '91] in various ways for identifying partial curve matchesbetween an input scene boundary and a preprocessed set of known object boundaries.This was used for the determination of the objects participating in the scene, and ofthe position and orientation of each such object.We use a simpli�ed variant of this technique, in which no motion of one curverelative to the other is allowed. However, our variant matches 3-dimensional curves.Since the scope of our problem is wider, we have to further process the informationobtained by the matching step. We use the matching results for repairing most of thedefects, and develop a 3-dimensional triangulation method for closing the remainingholes. This method is similar to the dynamic programming triangulation of simplepolygons developed in [Klincsek '80].2 De�nition of the ProblemConsider the following description of the boundary of a polyhedron, where the bound-ary is represented by two lists: one contains all the vertices of the polyhedron, andthe other contains all the facets. A facet is a collection of one or more polygons, alllying in the same plane in 3D. The �rst polygon is the envelope (outer boundary) ofthe facet, and the other polygons, if any, are windows in it (when the facet is notsimply connected). Each polygon is speci�ed as a circular sequence of indices in thevertex list. There is no restriction on the length of such an index sequence, hereafterreferred to as the size of the polygon.As input to our algorithm, there is no restriction on the directions of the poly-gons. Eventually, in order to form an oriented 2-manifold, they will have to obeya consistency rule. For example, we require that all the facet envelopes appear inthe clockwise direction when viewed from outside the polyhedron, and that all thewindow polygons appear in the counter-clockwise direction when viewed this way.Thus, the body of a polygon will always be on the right hand side of every directededge which belongs to it, when viewed from the outside. Since the directions of allthe input polygons are arbitrary, we have to orient them ourselves in these consistentdirections. Note that each valid edge appears in exactly two facets, and that thesetwo appearances are oppositely directed to each other.The main problem addressed in this paper is the existence of gaps between and/orwithin parts of the polyhedron boundary. We want to identify correctly the matchingportions of the borders, and �ll them with additional triangles, such that no holesremain. The output should be an orientable manifold which describes a closed volume.As the previously suggested recipes cited in the introduction, we may also allowthe resulting boundary to intersect itself near its original borders. This often happensanyway in CAD approximations of curved surfaces. The borders of the approximatingpolyhedral surfaces are generated in very close locations (where they should really becoincident), potentially making the surfaces either totally disconnected or intersect-ing. We attempt to stitch together close borders, allowing the uni�ed boundary to4



intersect itself, as long as it remains oriented consistently. This means that, upon thetermination of the algorithm, each edge should appear in exactly two facets and inopposite directions.The fact that the resulting boundary may be self-intersecting can be regarded asa limitation of the proposed algorithm, in instances where the output should be freeof this phenomenon. We allow this for two practical reasons. First, the input mayalready have this property, and our algorithm does not attempt to �x that. (However,in practice, our algorithm does not tend to create self-intersections when they do notexist in the input.) Second, our algorithm is mainly intended for repairing polyhedralboundary descriptions, to serve as input for other algorithms, which crucially rely onthe continuity of the boundary. Usually, these algorithms are very robust regardingthe existence of small self-intersections. One example is the class of scan-line rasteri-zation algorithms, where the \inside" and the \outside" of the rasterized object mustbe well de�ned. Self-intersections are easily handled by simply counting the numberof entrances to and exits from the object along a scanning line. Another exampleis the class of �nite element analysis algorithms, which are based on processing theboundary of the object. Usually, these algorithms are not even aware that smallself-intersections occur.3 Overview of the AlgorithmOur proposed algorithm consists of the following steps:1. Data acquisition:� Identify the connected components of the polyhedron boundary, and orientall the facets in each component with consistent directions.� Identify the border edges, each incident to only one face, and group theminto a collection of border polygons, each being a cycle of border edges.Each open connected component of the polyhedron boundary is boundedby one or more border polygons.2. Matching border portions:� Discretize each border polygon into a cyclic sequence of vertices, so thatthe arc length between each pair of consecutive vertices is equal to somegiven parameter.� Vote for border matches. Each pair of distinct vertices which belong tothe discretized borders and whose mutual distance is below some thresholdparameter, contributes one vote. The vote is for the match between thesetwo borders with the appropriate shift, which maps one of the vertices tothe other. 5



� Transform the resulting votes into a collection of suggestions of partialborder matches, each given a score that measures the quality of the match.� Choose a consistent subset of the above collection whose score is maximal.This step turns out to be NP-Hard, so we implement it using a standardapproximation scheme.3. Filling the gaps:� Stitch together each pair of border portions that have been matched inthe above step, by adding triangles which connect between these portions.The new triangles should be oriented consistently with the facets along theborders.� Identify the remaining holes (usually appearing at the junctions of severalmatches).� Triangulate the holes, using a 3-D minimum area triangulation technique.The following three sections describe the algorithm steps in detail.4 Data AcquisitionThe description of the boundary of the polyhedron is typically given in a �le, outputof a CAD system. Our system allows several input formats, without any restrictionon the size of the polygons, and allowing facets to contain windows. Most of the�le formats used by commercial CAD systems do not include adjacency information(between facets). When the input does not specify this information, our systemgenerates it as a preprocessing step. For this purpose we sort the edges accordingto the id's of their endpoints, and transform every pair of two successive edges inthis order, which have the same endpoints, into an adjacency relation between facets.The same information was computed in [Dolenc and M�akel�a '91] using an Octree-like data structure, and in [Rock and Wozny '92] using an AVL tree. The internalrepresentation that our system actually uses in further steps is the quad-edge datastructure described in [Guibas & Stol� '85].The connected components of the (broken) boundary of the polyhedron are com-puted in a simple depth-�rst search on the dual graph of the boundary of the polyhe-dron. This process also allows us either to orient all the facet polygons with consistentdirections, or to detect that one or more components are not orientable. In the lattercase we may either ignore the problematic components or halt the algorithm.Locating the borders of the connected components of the boundary is straightfor-ward. We consider each oriented facet polygon as a formal sum of its directed edges,and add up all these facets, with the convention that ~e + (�~e) = 0. The resultingsum consists of all the border edges. Since each facet polygon is a directed cycle, theresulting sum is easily seen to represent a collection of pairwise edge disjoint directed6



cycles. For convenience, we break non-simple border cycles into simple ones. Eachconnected component may be bounded by any number of border polygons.Unlike previous related works on object recognition (see [Kalvin, Schonberg, Sch-wartz & Sharir '86], [Schwartz & Sharir '87], [Hong &Wolfson '88] and [Wolfson '90]),we do not smooth the borders. In our case, the data is not retrieved from a noisyraster image, and is assumed to be accurate enough, except for those computationerrors which were introduced in the polyhedral approximation and which caused thegaps.5 Matching Border Portions5.1 Border DiscretizationEach border polygon is discretized into a cyclic sequence of points. This is doneby choosing some su�ciently small arc length parameter s, and generating equally-spaced points, at distance s apart from each other (along the polygon boundary). Inanalogy with the works on object recognition cited above, we may regard the resultingdiscretization as signatures (also called footprints) of the borders.5.2 Voting for Border MatchesNaturally, two parts of the original object boundary, which should have shared acommon polygonal curve but were split apart in the approximation, must have similarsequences of footprints along their common curve (unless the approximation was verybad). This follows from our de�nition of the footprints as the 3-D coordinates ofthe points. Thus, our next goal is to search for pairs of su�ciently long subsequencesthat closely match each other. In our approach, two subsequences (pi; : : : ; pi+`�1) and(qj; : : : ; qj+`�1) are said to closely match each other, if, for some chosen parameter" > 0, the number of indices k for which kpi+k�qj+kk � " is su�ciently close to `. Weperform the following voting process, where votes are given to good point-to-pointmatches.The borders are given as cyclic ordered sequences of vertices. We break eachcycle at an arbitrary chosen vertex. Also, the direction of a border is implied bythe chosen orientation of its connected component. Had it been chosen the otherway, the border direction would have been reversed. A match between two bordersubsequences is called direct when the sequences of vertex indices of both borders arein the same (increasing or decreasing) order; a match is called inverted when one ofthe sequences is in an increasing order and the other is in a decreasing order.Note the following:� Adjacent components whose orientations are consistent should have an inverted7



match. This match, if accepted, gives the combined component the same orien-tation as its two subparts (see Figure 2(b)), or the opposite of these orientations.� A direct match implies that the orientations of the two components are notconsistent. Hence, if the match is accepted, exactly one of the components(i.e. all its facets) should invert its orientation before gluing together the twocomponents.� If two border portions that bound the same component are matched, thenonly inverted matches are acceptable, or else the component will become non-orientable after gluing.All the border vertices are preprocessed for range-searching, so that, for eachvertex v, we can e�ciently locate all the other vertices that lie in some "-neighborhoodof v. We have used a simple heuristic projection method, which projects the verticesonto each of the X-, Y - and Z-axes, and sorts them along each axis. Given a query "-neighborhood, we also project it onto each axis, retrieve the three subsets of vertices,each being the set of vertices whose projections fall inside the projected neighborhoodon one of the axes, then choose the subset of smallest size, and �nally test each of itsmembers for actual containment in the query neighborhood. While this method maybe ine�cient in the worst case, it works very well in practice. Orthogonal range queriescan be answered more e�ciently by using the range tree data structure [Mehlhorn '84,p. 69], or by fractional cascading, like in [Chazelle '88].The positions along a border sequence b, whose length is `b, are numbered from0 to `b � 1. Assume that the querying vertex v is in position i of border sequence b1.Then, each vertex retrieved by the query, which is in position j in border sequenceb2, contributes a vote for the direct match between borders b1 and b2 with a shiftequals to (j � i) (mod `b2), and a vote for the match between the borders b1 (theinverted b1) and b2, with a shift equals to (j � (`b1 � 1 � i)) (mod `b2). (The latteris the inverted match between the borders b1 and b2, as de�ned above.) As notedabove, we allow only inverted matches between two portions of the same border orbetween borders which bound the same component; otherwise we would introduce atopological error by creating a non-orientable surface.All these cases are illustrated in Figure 2. Match (a) is direct, hence the orientationof one of the components should be inverted. The corresponding shift is (j�i). Match(b) is inverted, hence the two involved components are consistent. The correspondingshift is (j � ` + i + 5), where the small indices are those of the inverted top border.Finally, match (c) is between a border to itself, where the shift, when inverting theright portion, is (2i� ` + 9).Obviously, matches between long portions of borders are reected by a large num-ber of votes for the appropriate shift between the matching borders. Since theremight be small mismatches between the two portions of the matching borders, or thearc length along one portion may not exactly coincide with the arc length along theother portion, it is most likely that a real match will be manifested by a signi�cant8



(a) (b) (c)Figure 2: Matches between borderspeak of few successive shifts in the graph that plots the number of votes between twoborders (possibly the same one) as a function of the mutual shift. Note that theremight be several peaks in the same graph. This implies that there are several goodmatches with di�erent alignments between the same pair of borders.Keeping track (for each peak) of the portions of the borders which voted forthis alignment, we can infer the endpoints of the corresponding match (or matches)between these two borders. We extend the matches as much as possible, based onthe neighborhood of the peak, allowing sporadic mismatches, insertions or deletionsup to speci�ed limits.Each match is given a score. The score may reect not only the number of votesfor the appropriate shift, but also the Euclidean length of the match and its quality(measured by the closeness of the vertices on its two sides). Our settings of theseparameters are described in Section 8.Note that the " parameter for the range-searching queries is not a function of theinput. It is rather our a priori estimation of the physical size of the gaps createdbetween the original surfaces. Setting " to a value which is too small (or too large)may cause a degradation in the performance of the algorithm. In the �rst case, closepoints will not be matched, thus border matches will not be found. In the secondcase, too many \false" votes will result in losing the correct border matches amongtoo many incorrect matches. Note also that, due to the implementation, each point-to-point match actually contributes two votes, but this does not spoil the votingresults.In almost all the cases small portions of the borders are included in more thanone candidate match. This happens when several borders occur in close locations,usually at the junction of three or more cracks. We simply eliminate those portionscommon to more than one signi�cant candidate match.9



5.3 Pruning the SuggestionsThe result of the voting step is a set of suggestions for matches between portionsof borders. Our next goal is selecting a consistent subset of these suggestions withmaximal score. Accepting a direct match implies the inversion of exactly one of thetwo borders, whereas accepting an inverted match implies the inversion of both bor-ders or of none of them. Each border has to be oriented in one of the two possibledirections, and, given an assignment of border orientations, we may accept only in-verted matches relative to these orientations. Each assignment of border orientationsis scored by the sum of the scores of the accepted matches. Naturally, for each ori-entation assignment there exists the inverse assignment, where all the borders areoriented in the opposite directions. In the absence of prior preferences, the scoreof the inverse assignment is equal to the score of the original one. We look for theassignment of border orientations whose score is maximal.Unfortunately, this problem turns out to be NP-Hard. In order to prove that, letus rephrase the problem using graph terminology:Choose-1. Consider a weighted graph G = (V;E). The vertices of Vappear in pairs (vi; vi). The edges of E also appear in pairs: each paireither connects vi to vj and vi to vj, or connects vi to vj and vi to vj.Each pair of edges has the same weight. The problem is to choose onevertex out of each pair, such that the total weight of the edges connectingthe selected vertices is maximal.The graph problem is equivalent to the border matching problem, at least in anabstract non-geometric setting. Each pair of vertices corresponds to the two possibleorientations of a border. Each pair of edges represents a match: a straight link foran inverted match, and a cross link for a direct match. Selecting one vertex out ofeach pair stands for the choice of the orientation of the corresponding border, andthe edges connecting the selected vertices correspond to the accepted border matches.The weights of the edges stand for the scores of the matches, and in both problemswe search for an optimal (maximum) choice. (It is not clear whether each abstractinstance of the graph problem has a geometric interpretation. Hence, our analysiswill only imply that the abstract part of the border matching problem, whose inputcandidate matches may be arbitrary, is NP-Hard.)The following problem is known to be NP-Hard1 [Garey & Johnson '79, p. 210]:Max Cut. Given a graph G = (V;E), and a weight w(e) 2 Z+ for eache 2 E, �nd a partition of V into disjoint sets V1 and V2 such that the sumof the weights of the edges from E that have one endpoint in V1 and oneendpoint in V2 is maximal.1Originally, it was stated as a decision problem which turned out to be NP-Complete. Similarreasoning to that in the proof given here shows that the decision version of Choose-1 is NP-Completetoo. 10



Theorem 1 The Max Cut problem is NP-Hard.Proof: By a reduction from Maximum 2-Satis�ability [Karp '72]. 2Theorem 2 The Choose-1 problem is NP-Hard.Proof: By a reduction from Max Cut. Given an instance graph G = (V;E) of theMax Cut problem, we build a graph G� for the Choose-1 problem. For each vertexvi 2 V , we construct a pair of vertices v1i and v2i in G�. For each edge e between twovertices vi and vj, we construct a pair of edges in G�, which connect v1i to v2j and v2ito v1j , and assign them the weight w(e). The construction is linear in the size of theinput. It is trivial to verify that a selection of vertices in the Choose-1 problem whichyields maximal weight of the corresponding selected edges implies optimal partitionof the vertices in the Max Cut problem (where V1 is the set of all vertices vi for whichv1i was selected, and V2 is the complementary set), and vice versa. 2It is important to note that relaxing the requirement that the weights of the twoedges of the same pair are equal does not make the problem any easier. Theorem 2implies that the relaxed problem is NP-Hard too, or else the original Choose-1 prob-lem would not have been NP-Hard. But even without Theorem 2 we could provethat the relaxed problem is NP-Hard, by a reduction from the problem of �nding anIndependent Set with a maximal size in a graph.In practice, though, getting an inconsistent collection of candidate matches is veryrare (provided that we do not accept matches that are too short). This is becausethe boundary of real models is always intended to be orientable. In the rare caseswhere our algorithm erroneously produces a match that is wrongly directed, thisusually happens when the match is very short, and then the two match orientationsare suggested, thus overlap, and are therefore eliminated.It is trivial to decide whether the set of suggested matches is consistent or not.We do that in a DFS-like process on another graph, whose vertices are the connectedcomponents of the polyhedron boundary, and whose edges are the suggested matchesbetween them. We arbitrarily choose a vertex (a component) as the start of thesearch, and assign to it an arbitrary orientation; each traversed edge (match) impliesa consistent orientation of the newly visited component. All we have to do is to checkconsistency of all pairs of vertices connected by back-edges of the DFS. This step isapplied for each connected component of the new graph.If the set of suggested matches is not consistent, we use the following simpleheuristic. We maintain a collection of pairwise-disjoint sets of connected componentsof the polyhedron boundary, where the components in each set have been stitchedtogether by already accepted matches. Initially, each connected component of thepolyhedron is put in a separate singleton set. In each step we examine one match, indecreasing score order. If the match connects between components of di�erent suchsets, then we merge the two sets, (and if necessary, invert the orientation of all thecomponents of one set), and accept the match. In case the match connects between11



components of the same set, we accept the match only if it is consistent with thecurrent component orientations; otherwise it is rejected.We implemented this heuristic using a disjoint-set data structure, originally pro-posed in [Galler & Fischer '64]. The only operation we had to add is the inversionof orientation of all the members of one set, if necessary, in merging two sets. Wedo that with no extra charge as part of the regular makeset, �nd and link operations(as is the terminology in [Tarjan '83]). Instead of maintaining the orientation of acomponent, we indicate (using one bit) whether it is consistent with the immediateancestor component in the rooted tree, which implements the set of components. Atthe beginning, we perform all the makeset operations, creating sets which all containonly one component consistent with itself. Processing a match suggestion requirestwo �nd operations. During the traversal of the path from a component to the root ofits set, we also compute the consistency state between the component and the root.Thus, if the match connects components of the same set, we can directly concludewhether the match is consistent with the previous ones or not, and accept only con-sistent matches. If the match connects components of di�erent sets, we link the twosets, and reset the consistency bit of the component which ceases to be a root. Itnow points to the other root, which has just become the root of the merged set.Finally, in case one connected component of the polyhedron boundary has severalborders, we must orient them with consistent directions. This can be done simply byadding arti�cial \matches" between these borders, with scores which dominate thoseof real matches. Thus, their acceptance is guaranteed.We summarize below the complete procedure for pruning match suggestions:1. Add new match suggestions for each connected component of the polyhedronboundary which has several borders. These matches should de�ne consistentdirections to all the borders of a component, and should be scored higher thanevery original match suggestion (the scores are needed only if the set of matchsuggestions is not consistent).2. Check whether all the match suggestions are consistent. For this purpose builda graph Gm, where each connected component of the polyhedron boundary is avertex in Gm, and each match suggestion is an edge in Gm. Choose arbitrarilya vertex of Gm and assign an arbitrary orientation to it. Perform a depth-�rstsearch in Gm. For every edge of the search, assign an orientation to the newlyvisited vertex according to the match corresponding to the edge. For everyback-edge of the search, check whether its corresponding match is consistentwith the already assigned orientations of its two incident vertices. If all theback-edges are consistent, then accept all the match suggestions and go to step5. Otherwise proceed to step 3.3. Sort all the match suggestions according to their decreasing score order. Con-struct (makeset) a singleton set for each connected component Ci of the bound-ary, where i goes from 1 to the number of connected components. Maintain12



for each connected component its inconsistency with the root of its set, repre-sented as an external ag, and initialize it to be false. (We use inconsistencyags rather than consistency ags in order to simplify the computation of therelative consistency between nodes in the structures.)4. Process sequentially all the match suggestions in their decreasing score order.For each match suggestion between components Ci and Cj do the following:� Find the set Ski (Skj) which contains the connected component Ci (Cj).Denote its root by C�i (C�j ). Recompute the inconsistency of Ci (Cj)with respect to C�i (C�j ), as the exclusive or of the inconsistency agsencountered along the path from Ci (Cj) to C�i (C�j ).� If ki 6= kj then accept the match suggestion and link Ski and Skj . Assumewithout loss of generality that C�i now points to C�j as its parent. Resetthe inconsistency of C�i according to the accepted match.� If ki = kj and Ci and Cj are consistent (namely, their consistencies areeither both true or both false), then accept the match suggestion.� Otherwise, if ki = kj and Ci and Cj are not consistent , then reject thematch suggestion.5. Orient all the connected components in a way consistent with the acceptedmatches. Each connected component is now labeled to indicate whether itshould be inverted or not. If we reach this step from step 2, then each componentis classi�ed according to whether it is consistent with the root vertex of the DFSon Gm (or with its local root, if Gm is a forest). Otherwise, if we reach thisstep from step 4, then each component is classi�ed according to whether it isconsistent with the root of its set (again, there might be more than one set,if the accepted matches did not connect between all the components of thepolyhedron boundary). Inverting a component is performed by inverting thedirections of all the facets of the component.6 Filling the Gaps6.1 Stitching the Matching BordersEach match consists of two directed polygonal chains, which are very close to eachother in the three-dimensional space. We arbitrarily choose one end of the match,and \merge" the two chains as if they were sorted lists. In each step we have pointersto the current vertices, u and v, in the two chains, and make a decision as to whichchain should be advanced, say v advances to a new vertex w. Then we add the newtriangle 4uvw to the boundary of the polyhedron (oriented consistently with theborders), and advance the current vertex (from v to w) along the appropriate chain.When we reach the last vertex of one chain, we may further advance only the otherone. This process terminates when we reach the last vertices of both chains.13



Figure 3: Stitching a matchSeveral advancing rules were examined, and the following simplest one proved itselfthe best. Assume that the current vertices of the two chains are v1i and v2j , which arefollowed by v1i+1 and v2j+1, respectively. Then, if jv1i v1i+1j+jv2jv1i+1j < jv1i v2j+1j+jv2jv2j+1j,we advance the �rst chain; otherwise we advance the second chain2. This bears closeresemblance to the merging of two sorted lists, and turns out to produce reasonablylooking match triangulations. Figure 3 shows such a triangulation. We may furtherexamine the sequence of newly added triangles, and unify adjacent coplanar (or nearlycoplanar) triangles into polygons with larger sizes. Alternative advancing rules weredescribed in [Christiansen & Sederberg '78] and in [Ganapathy & Dennehy '82].As an alternative to this merge simulation, we also examined match triangulationby the procedure described in Section 6.2. This method turned out to produce ratherunaesthetic results, although it yielded a minimum-area triangulation.6.2 Filling the HolesAfter stitching the borders, we are likely to remain with small holes at the junctionsof cracks, as illustrated in Figure 5(g). These are 3-dimensional polygons, which arecomposed of portions of the borders which were not matched. This happens eitherbecause they do not meet the matching threshold, or because they belong to two ormore overlapping matches, and are thus removed.Identifying the holes is done in exactly the same way the original borders werelocated (see Section 4). In fact, these holes are the borders of the new boundaryafter the stitching phase. We found out that the best way to �x these holes was by atriangulation which minimizes the total area of the triangles. We, therefore, need tosolve the following problem:Given a 3-dimensional closed polygonal curve P , and an objective function2That is, we advance so that the newly added triangle has smaller perimeter. Actually, we usedthe squares of the distances, with equally good results.14



F de�ned on all triangles (called weight in the sequel), �nd the triangu-lation of P (i.e., a collection of triangles spanned by the vertices of P , sothat each edge of P is incident to only one triangle, and all other triangleedges are incident to two triangles each), which minimizes the total sumof F over its triangles.For this purpose, we closely follow the dynamic programming technique of [Klinc-sek '80] for �nding a polygon triangulation in the plane, which minimizes the totalsum of edge lengths. Let P = (v0; v1; : : : ; vn�1; vn = v0) be the given polygon. LetWi;j (0 � i < j � n� 1) denote the weight of the best triangulation of the polygonalchain (vi; : : : ; vj; vj+1 = vi). We apply the following procedure:1. For i = 0; 1; : : : ; n � 2, let Wi;i+1 := 0, and for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n� 3, let Wi;i+2 :=F(vi; vi+1; vi+2). Put j := 2.2. Put j := j + 1. For i = 0; 1; : : : ; n� j � 1 and k = i+ j letWi;k := mini<m<k[Wi;m +Wm;k + F(vi; vm; vk)]:Let Oi;k be the index m where the minimum is achieved.3. If j < n�1 then go to step 2; otherwise the weight of the minimal triangulationis W0;n�1.4. Let S := ;. Invoke the recursive function Trace with the parameters (0; n� 1).Function Trace (i; k):if i+ 2 = k thenS := S [4vivi+1vk;else do:a. let o := Oi;k;b. if o 6= i+ 1 then Trace (i; o);c. S := S [ 4vivovk;d. if o 6= k � 1 then Trace (o; k);odAt the termination of the algorithm, S contains the required triangulation of P .For our purposes, F(u; v; w) is taken to be the area of the triangle4uvw. In practice,in order not to totally ignore the aesthetics of the triangulation, we actually addeda measure of \beauty" of a triangle to the weight function F , by making it slightlydepend on the lengths of the triangle edges and on the spatial relations between them.This avoided in most of the cases the creation of long skinny triangles. Figure 4 showsan example of a triangulation of a hole.As in the stitching process, we may also test edges shared by newly added triangles,and unify groups of adjacent coplanar (or nearly coplanar) triangles into polygonswith larger sizes. 15



Figure 4: Minimum area triangulation of a hole7 Complexity AnalysisWe measure the complexity of the algorithm as a function of two variables: k, thesize of the input (say, the number of vertices of the original object), and n, the totalnumber of vertices along the border edges after the discretization. We denote thenumber of components by c, and the number of match suggestions by m. Naturally,c and m are very much less than n. We also denote the number of triangulated holesby h, and the complexity of the ith hole (i = 1; : : : ; h) by `i.We do not regard the computation of the connectivity (facets adjacency) infor-mation as part of our algorithm, since this should be part of the input. However, ourpreprocessing step generates this information, if needed, in O(k log k) time, whichis dictated by the sorting of the input vertices. The connected components of theboundary of the polyhedron can be found in time linear in k. The time needed for�nding their borders is also O(k). The discretization of the borders takes O(n) time.As in [Hong & Wolfson '88], the voting step, if it uses a hash table, can beexecuted with expected O(n) running time. This expected running time is due to thenature of hashing, and does not assume anything about the geometry of the inputpolyhedron to the algorithm. Nevertheless, it assumes a reasonable choice of theproximity parameter ", which should yield in average a constant number of outputvertices for each range-searching query. Improper choice of ", say equal to the sizeof the whole object, will result in �(n2) access operations to the hash table, but nomatches will be identi�ed in this case. We infer the matches from the voting resultsalso in O(n) time. (We could also achieve an O(n log2 n) deterministic running timeby using fractional cascading.)Since choosing the maximal consistent set of matches is NP-Hard (at least in its16



abstract non-geometric setting), we instead just check for consistency. As a DFS ina graph, it requires only O(m) time. If the collection of match suggestions is notconsistent, we invoke the heuristic described in Section 5.3, that takes O(m logm +m�(m; c)) time3, which is negligible. Stitching the borders, as merging sorted lists, islinear in their sizes. Thus, the required time for all these operations is, again, O(n).Finding the remaining holes is now done in O(k + n) time, since this is the sizeof the new version of the object. The triangulation of each hole is done in timecubic in its size. So the triangulation of all the holes requires O(Phi=1 `3i ) time. SincePhi=1 `i � n, it follows from the averages inequality thatPhi=1 `3i � n3=h2. In the worstcase, where there is a hole whose complexity is proportional to that of the whole input,this term is O(n3). Nevertheless, these cases are very unlikely in practice. Usually,the number of holes is linear in the number of surfaces (and hence borders), and theirsize is very small. The size of a hole is usually bounded by some constant (especiallywith a proper choice of the proximity parameters that control the voting process), sothis step, although it is asymptotically ine�cient, does not require more than O(n)time in practice.To conclude, the whole algorithm runs on practical instances in average O(k +n) time, which is optimal. If we also count the connectivity computation in thepreprocessing, the algorithm runs in expected O(k log k+n) time. In unrealistic cases,where the hole(s) are as complex as the polyhedral boundary itself, the running timemay climb to as high as O(k + n3) (or to O(k log k + n3), when we also compute theconnectivity).The following section describes our rather comprehensive experimentation withthe algorithm. In all cases that we tried, the running time was indeed small, and thecost of the (theoretically expensive) hole-stitching step was invariably negligible.8 Experimental ResultsWe have implemented the whole algorithm on a Digital DECstation 5000/240 and ona Sun SparcStation II in C. We have experimented with dozens of CAD �les whoseboundaries contained gaps, and obtained excellent results in most of the cases. TheseCAD �les were generated by various CAD systems, such as Euclid-IS (vendor: MatraDatavision), Unigraphics (McDonnell Douglas), Catia (IBM/Dassot), CADDS-4X(Computer Vision), ME (Hewlett Packard), Pro-Engineer (Parametric Technologies),and many others. We note that most of the problems occurred when stand-alonecomputer programs translated curved objects from neutral �le format, e.g. VDAFS[VDA '87] or IGES [NIST '91], into their polyhedral approximations. Fewer problemsappeared when the CAD systems performed the same task, using a built-in functionwhich converts the internal data into an output �le which contains a polyhedrondescription. The �les described industrial models, primarily parts and subunits of the3�(m;n) is an extremely slowly growing functional inverse of Ackermann's function. For allpractical values of m and n, �(m;n) does not exceed a very small constant; cf. [Tarjan '83].17



automotive industry, which were extracted from CAD systems for the fabrication ofthree dimensional prototypes. Most of the models were speci�ed in the STL [3DS '88]�le format, which is the de-facto standard in the rapid prototyping industry.The tuning of the parameters was very robust, and large parameter ranges pro-duced nearly identical results. We usually used 0.1 mm as the discretization parame-ter, and 0.5 mm for the voting threshold " (for models whose global size was between2 to 20 cm in all dimensions). We allowed up to two successive point mismatchesalong a match. A point-to-point match contributed the amount of 1=(d+ 0:1) to thematch score, where d was the distance between the two points. We considered onlymatch suggestions which received more than 10 votes and whose scores were above25:0. F was taken to be 0:85A+0:05P +0:10R, where A was the area of the triangle,P was its perimeter, and R was the ratio between the largest and the smallest of itsthree edges.All these parameters were user de�ned, but modifying them did not achieve anybetter results. Therefore, the program set these defaults for the parameters, exceptfor the voting threshold ". As noted above, this should be the user estimation of thephysical size of the gaps between the original surfaces. Although there was a largeenough range of valid " settings, the algorithm failed more often if this parameterwas chosen improperly. A too small " resulted in the loss of matches due to thelack of votes. On the other hand, a too large " resulted in a noisy voting table.This usually caused \intuitive" matches not to have scores su�ciently larger thanincorrect match suggestions. Even when such intuitive matches were identi�ed, theyoverlapped with erroneous match suggestions and were therefore eliminated. In allcases, too many unmatched border portions were passed to the triangulation step.When the remaining holes were not local (with respect to the geometric featuresof the original model), their triangulations constructed new surfaces far beyond theintention of the model designer.Figure 5(a) shows a synthetic example of an object similar to a cube, whoseboundary was broken into eight components, none of which is planar. Figure 5(b)shows the same object in a wire-frame representation. Figures 5(c,d) show the objectafter the whole repairing process. Figures 5(e,f,g,h) show the di�erent steps of thealgorithm. The borders are shown in (e), the matches (after stitching the borders)are shown in (f), the remaining holes are shown (with the same perspective view) in(g), and their minimal area triangulations are shown in (h).Figure 6(a) shows another synthetic example, where a sphere contains very smallholes in the poles. Figures 6(b,c) show one of the poles, before and after triangulatingthe hole, respectively.Real examples turned out to be simpler, since the matching borders were muchlonger and closer than in the synthetic examples. Many polyhedral approximations ofsurface-modeling objects were repaired using the algorithm described in this paper.A typical example (a hollowed trimmed box) is shown in Figure 7. The front sideof the object is shown in Figure 7(a), whereas its bottom side is shown in Figure 7(b).18



(a) (b) (c) (d)(e) (f) (g) (h)Figure 5: A synthetic example
(a) (b) (c)Figure 6: A sphere with perforated poles19



(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
(f) (g)Figure 7: A real example
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(a) (b)Figure 8: Three intersecting \drums"The borders are shown in Figure 7(c), and all of them are matched, leaving only sixholes. Since the holes are so small, they appear as dots in this scale. Figures 7(d,e)are closeups of the area near the left intersection of the two pairs of circular borders(as seen in (c)), before and after stitching, respectively. Figures 7(f,g) are closeups ofa hole before and after its minimum-area triangulation.Figures 8 and 9 show two more real cases. Figure 8(a) shows two intersecting\drums", where a third part protrudes out of the near drum. Figure 8(b) is a closeupof two tiled matches (from a di�erent point of view), in a wire-frame representation.Figure 9(a) shows a complex of �ve open hollowed cylinders. One long gap separatesbetween the inner and outer surfaces of the complex. Two portions of the singleborder, that completely bounds this gap, were fully matched and tiled. Figure 9(b,c)are closeups of the tiled match.Figure 10 shows three more real examples which our algorithm fully cured. Wesummarize the performance of our implementation on all the examples describedabove in Table 1. All the time measurements were taken on a Digital DECstation5000/240.9 ConclusionWe have proposed in this paper an algorithm for solving a practical problem, namelythe detection and repair of gaps in the boundary of a polyhedron. This problem arisesquite frequently in practice, during the computation of polyhedral approximations ofCAD models, whose boundaries are described using curved entities of higher levels.We applied several techniques in our solution. First, we used a partial curvematching technique, adapted from computer vision, for identifying matching border21



(a)
(b) (c)Figure 9: A complex of �ve open hollowed cylinders
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(a) Impeller (b) Drawer
(c) AdapterFigure 10: Three more real examples23



Complexity Border HoleModel Vertices Edges Facets Borders Points Matches Holes PointsSynthetic 45 111 37 8 278 18 12 61Sphere 432 2,448 816 2 48 0 2 48Box 1,545 3,244 609 32 5,305 30 6 47Drums 826 1,712 372 19 3,106 35 22 233Cylinders 1,571 3,132 783 1 1,592 1 0 0Impeller 7,284 43,635 14,545 11 47 0 11 47Drawer 458 2,817 939 1 203 1 0 0Adapter 6,539 44,682 14,894 27 84 0 27 84Time (Seconds)Model Stitching Triangulation TotalSynthetic 0.48 0.20 0.68Sphere 0.13 0.06 0.19Box 10.14 0.60 10.74Drums 5.95 0.20 6.15Cylinders 3.60 0.00 3.60Impeller 1.12 0.35 1.47Drawer 0.24 0.00 0.24Adapter 2.48 0.06 2.54Table 1: Performance of the algorithm
24



portions. Then, we chose a (nearly) maximal consistent set of match candidates, andstitched them together. Finally, we identi�ed the remaining holes and employed aminimum area triangulation of 3-D polygons in order to �ll them.This method can be applied to other geometric problems, where portions of 3-dimensional polygonal curves should be matched. In a companion paper [Barequet &Sharir '93], we are presently investigating the extension of our research to the problemof piecewise linear interpolation between parallel polygonal slices.AcknowledgmentThe authors wish to thank Haim Wolfson for useful discussions concerning the ge-ometric hashing technique and its applications. The �rst author would also like tothank Cubital Ltd. for contributing data �les.
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